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Department for Scientific Information Provision
• Building Collections – Licensing























• no single catalogue
• unconsolidated definitions
• insufficent provider data
• highly dynamic situation
• substantial inconsistencies in
• provider data
• knowledge bases
 in-house development of database
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Shaping Collection - Assessment of Needs
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Estimating Cost-Value - the Coarse View
Cost / Usage
• total license cost





"Usage" – Looking Closer
Elsevier 2008 - 1740 titles
top 10 titles account













Patterns of Usage contagiousness
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Patterns of Usage long term trends
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"Usage" – Looking Closer
Patterns of Usage time / MPI
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"Usage" – Looking Closer
find, select, request, store, read, copy, cite, reuse, …how
publisher platform, repository, website, mail, file system, …where
url, link, citation reference, …via
article, editorial, letter, abstract, supplementary material, …what
Request <> Download <> Usage <> Value
Patterns of Usage dimensions
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Building Evidence – The Grounds to Build On
• well established knowhow and processes
in information management
• rising awareness towards data integrity
and exchange at the provider's side
• elaborate, flexible and scaling inhouse
database environment
• professional analytical techniques
• endurance and patience
